Abstract: This paper presents the results of two calibration efforts and improvements of the Nomad microscopic walker model. Each calibration consisted in comparing the outcome of 19 sets of model parameters with results from laboratory experiments. Three different flows were used in the calibrations: bidirectional, unidirectional and a narrow bottleneck. For the first two types of flow the macroscopic speed-density relation is used for comparison. For the narrow-bottleneck the capacity for the bottleneck is assessed. Additionally, quantitative measures of self-organizing lane formation for the bidirectional flow are included in the calibration. In the first calibration effort only 4 parameter sets did not present gridlocks in the bidirectional flow and their results are presented. These four sets over estimated the capacity of the bottleneck and the efficiency of the unidirectional flows. These results are discussed and it is shown that a modification in the model is necessary. A modified model is presented and submitted to a new round of calibration. One parameter set showed significant improvement for the speed-density relations and the capacity of the bottleneck. The experience gained in this calibration effort indicates that pedestrian microscopic models can be calibrated over several types of flows simultaneously. However, this research shows that care must be taken when using only macroscopic flow properties for calibration. They may not guarantee the generality of the model due to the complexity and variety of possible flows.
INTRODUCTION
Microscopic traffic models are modelled over high dimension spaces and usually present a large set of parameters. Calibrating a microscopic model is a difficult task and one of the goals is to achieve a general prediction capability Brockfeld et al., 2004 . For pedestrian models this problem is exacerbated by the fact that there is an uncountable diversity of possible flows and population composition.
The usual method of calibrating microscopic pedestrian models is by comparing relations between density, speed and flow (so-called fundamental diagrams) to those obtained empirically (Seyfried and Schadschneider, 2008; Buchmueller and Weidmann, 2006; Klüpfel, 2005) . Most reports on calibration of microscopic pedestrian models focus in few aggregated aspects of the flows (Asano et al., 2007; Berrou et al., 2005) and generally do not show results for different types of flows. A different approach of parameter estimation was proposed by using trajectory data of real life experiments. They estimated model parameters for individual pedestrians and used the sample to discuss inter-pedestrian differences and derive parameter correlations in the population on multiple flows.
Self-organisation
Self organizing phenomena occur in many traffic systems. In particularly in pedestrian flows several kinds are observed, such as lane formation in bidirectional flows, formation of diagonal stripes in crossing flows and zipper-effects in bottlenecks. What these phenomena have in common is the appearance of spatial patterns characterized by a specific distribution of individuals over the walking area Helbing et al., 2005) . In bidirectional flows pedestrians tend to walk in the same direction in dynamically formed lanes. In crossing flows, clusters of pedestrians walking in the same direction display patterns resembling diagonal stripes.
Since pedestrian behaviour is characterised by selforganisation phenomena, the calibration of microscopic pedestrian simulation models has to consider the reproduction of these phenomena among other things. The majority of the microscopic simulation models claim to reproduce the most important self organizing phenomena (Teknomo, 2006; Pelechano et al., 2007) . However, there is not much evidence indicating that microscopic simulation models have been calibrated on self-organisation phenomena quantitatively.
Paper outline
This paper presents a calibration process for the Nomad pedestrian microscopic simulation model combining the fit of speed-density fundamental diagrams, capacity of narrow corridors and a quantitative measure of self-organizing lane formation. First, the basic Nomad walker model is presented in section 2. In section 3, the empirical results obtained in laboratory experiments are presented in the form of speeddensity diagrams for two types of pedestrian flows: unidirectional and bidirectional. The experimental data of the bidirectional flow is also used to extract a distribution of the number of lanes. A narrow bottleneck is used to calculate averaged capacity. An equivalent simulation set-up has been created and twenty six parameter sets for the Nomad pedestrian model have been investigated (section 4). The investigation compares speed-density relations for the bidirectional, unidirectional flows, capacity for the narrowbottleneck and lane distribution for a set of parameters. The results for the basic model are discussed (section 5). A modification of the Nomad model is presented (section 6) and calibrated again (section 7). The section 7 ends with a discussion about the new results and the quality of the predictions of the modified model. In the conclusion we outline some conclusions about this calibration effort.
NOMAD WALKER MODEL
Nomad is a microscopic pedestrian simulation tool developed by the department of Transport & Planning of the Delft University of Technology. The tool is implemented using a model proposed by (Hoogendoorn and Bovy, 2003) . The model describes all actions of the pedestrians as activities and is based on the micro-economic notion of subjective utility maximization. ( ) Obstacles are only taken into account when these are located within a specific distance to the pedestrian. Obstacles nearby have maximum influence, while obstacles far away do not have influence. In between these distance thresholds, the repulsive force increases gradually when distance is decreasing.
The physical force ( ) p p t is the force that arises when pedestrians are in contact with each other. In other terms: when the distance between their centres is equal or smaller then the sum of their radius (pedestrians are assumed to be slightly compressible). These forces are only present in high densities when collisions occur. The calibration performed in this investigation never reached such large densities and therefore its parameters were not included in the calibration. Consequently the formulations of these components are not elaborated further.
A pedestrian is only affected by pedestrians and obstacles within a limited region of the walking area (influence area). Thus P in (5) only accounts for pedestrians within this influence area. Different forms of influence areas are possible and the anisotropic shape used in the Nomad model derives from observations on pedestrian behaviour (Goffman, 1972) . Pedestrians react stronger to events occurring in front of them and additionally react stronger to events closer to their axis of movement. Pedestrians are also aware of events occurring close to their back. To model this behaviour the influence area in the Nomad model consists of two elongated regions: an area in the front (larger) and an area in the back (Fig. 1.) .
The Nomad influence area with the repelling force represented by the thick arrow (second term of (3) 
LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
The calibrations performed in this paper used data from controlled laboratory experiments conducted in the facilities of the Delft University of Technology. Various experiments have been performed to cover a wide range of pedestrian behaviours in unidirectional flows, bidirectional flows, crossing flows and in bottlenecks. The experiments have been filmed and the trajectories have been extracted via automated extraction software. A complete overview and further analyses can be found in Daamen and Hoogendoorn, 2003 . Daamen and Hoogendoorn, 2003 To increase the efficiency of the calibration effort four macroscopic measures have been used. The first two choices went to the speed-density relations of the bidirectional and unidirectional flows. These are the most basic pedestrian flows and need to be correctly reproduced by any model. To improve the calibration of the bidirectional flow the distribution self organized lanes was included. The capacity of entrances is another very important aspect in pedestrian applications especially for evacuation simulations. Therefore, the capacity for a narrow bottleneck with one meter width has been used as the fourth macroscopic measure.
Fundamental diagrams from the experiments
The speed-density relations presented in Fig. 3 were derived at each time in intervals of 0.1 seconds from the derived trajectories. The speed is obtained by averaging the speed (v) of all pedestrians in the walking area and plotted against the density (k) at that time. The density is calculated dividing the amount of pedestrians by the walking area. (Fig.3) is due to the heterogeneity of the population. The effect of free flow speed heterogeneity is very important in pedestrian flows Campanella et al., 2009 . It can be observed in the speeddensity graphs from the experiments that at low densities the speed variation is larger. At low densities the speed averages are closer to single pedestrians free flow speeds thus the larger variation.
Lane distribution
The lane distribution for the bidirectional flow experiment (Fig. 4) was obtained from the trajectories with an algorithm developed by Hoogendoorn et al., 2008 . 
Bottleneck capacity
The capacity for the narrow bottleneck experiment was estimated for the period of saturated flow. The value was obtained counting the amount of pedestrians that crossed the last section of the corridor during the period of time in which the bottleneck was saturated. These average count divided by the saturation period time in seconds resulted in 1.53 pedestrians/second.
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
The calibration performed in this paper consists of comparing the relative difference of the values (V) of the macroscopic measures of the simulations according to (7):
The four measures generated nine values to be compared:
The two coefficients of the speed-density regression (speed decay d and v 0 ) for the bidirectional and unidirectional flows (Fig.3 for the experiments), the frequencies (f 1 ,f 2 ,f 3 ,f 4 ) of the four lane amounts (Fig.4 for the experiments) and the bottleneck capacity (c). Both the experimental and simulated fundamental diagrams showed a large scatter causing the R 2 values of the linear regression to be around 0.2. As mentioned in the section 3.1 this mainly reflects the heterogeneity behaviour of real pedestrians. Evidently the simulations should show similar outcomes and deviations of the experimental scatter will indicate problems in the combination parameters/model. The regression coefficients are used for quantitative comparison between the simulated and experimental data. Differences between the scatter are discussed qualitatively in the following sessions.
Eight parameters from the model were chosen to be the variable criteria (4), (5) and (Table 1) . These parameters are the most important affecting the interactions between pedestrians in the simulated flows. To minimise the search space 19 different sets of parameters have been generated modifying only one criteria parameter from a base parameter set ( Table 1 ). The underlined values in the Table 1 refer to the base parameter set. For each parameter set 20 simulations have been run. All speed-density pairs obtained for each of the twenty runs were used to create the fundamental diagrams presented in the (Figs. 5, 6 and 7). For further details refer to Campanella et al., 2008 . 
RESULTS FOR THE BASIC NOMAD MODEL
The performance of the parameters sets varied significantly. One aspect was decisive for the quality of the calibration: the probability of gridlock. Gridlock is the total standstill of pedestrians obstructing each other. The probabilities varied along the sets. Six sets presented 100% of gridlocks and only four parameter sets never presented gridlocks: the base set (a.) with all underlined parameters, the set with s 0 = 0 (b.), the set with T=0.25(c.) and the set with A 0 = 27 (d.). Since the densities reached by the bidirectional flow were only moderate (around 1 ped/m 2 ) all flows with gridlock are not further included in this paper. The Tables 2, 3 and 4 shows the results for the four parameters sets that did not present gridlocks in the simulated densities. The results for the speed density regressions have been quite different for the bidirectional and the unidirectional flows. The former presented good fits for sets c. and d. and reasonable fits for the remaining sets. However, the four sets showed very bad fits for the unidirectional flow. All of them had a too efficient flow with an underestimated speed decay value ( Table 2 ).
The lane distribution of all sets did not show good fits. All the flows presented too many one lanes and too little four lanes (Table 3) . The capacity for all sets was over estimated with the exception of set c (Table 4) .
It can be observed in the Fig. 5 that for all the sets there is a much bigger variation of speeds bellow the regression line when compared with the experiments. The sets a., c. and d. had the same value for s 0 and display larger variation of speeds. However, the set b. with s 0 = 0 also showed a large variation bellow the regression line. An inspection of the simulated data showed that these too low speeds occurred due to head-on collisions of pedestrians. These collisions reduced the speed of some pedestrians to almost stand still, regardless of the surrounding densities. A head-on collision occurs when two pedestrians are walking towards each other along a similar path. When this occurs the angle between the current speed and the repelling acceleration (angle θ in Fig. 1 ) is very small. Therefore the tendency to change the speed direction is very small, since the lever of the force is very small. The pedestrians thus continue walking towards each other until the repelling accelerations almost stop the pedestrians. At this moment any small direction difference multiplied by the very large accelerations due to the proximity finally make the pedestrians pass each other. (Fig 5b.) show a large variation of speeds above the regression line. The set b. on the contrary shows a much lower variation. The increase of speeds well above the free flow speeds in the low densities is also explained by inspecting the trajectories. When two pedestrians are walking in the same direction and a faster follower pedestrian does not deviate early enough he gets very close behind the slower pedestrian. At this moment the leader feels an extra acceleration from the back due to the back side of the influence area. This acceleration occurs due to the nature of the repulsion term of (3) and the shape of the influence area ( Fig.1) and not due to contact between the pedestrians. Depending on the proximity this extra acceleration pushes the pedestrian above his desired speed for some instances. This also explains why the parameter set b. does not show this upward variation since all pedestrians have the same desired speed and seldom pedestrians will walk very close behind another pedestrian. It has to be mentioned that parameter sets with very low influence from the back part of the influence area presented the highest probability to gridlock. This shows that this push from behind is being used to compensate other deficiencies in the model. The results for the unidirectional speed-density relations are shown in Fig.6 . All sets present very low decay for the regression indicating that the flows are too efficient. The cause can also be attributed to the push from behind problem. This is confirmed by the results for the parameter set s0=0 (Fig.6b) were the value of the decay is twice as large as for the other sets since there is very little push from behind. Additionally sets with large 0 c − and small ip b presented larger decays.
MODIFICATION OF THE NOMAD MODEL
To improve the manoeuvrability of pedestrians in opposite flows, the pedestrian repulsion term ( ) The displaced position (x', y') is applied only on opposing pedestrians and pedestrian p itself. This anticipation decreases the perceived distances proportionally to the speeds of opposing pedestrians. Smaller lateral distances increase the lateral acceleration pushing the trajectories away from each other. The value of the anticipation time used is 0.5s.
RESULTS OF THE MODIFIED NOMAD MODEL
The modifications presented in the previous section have been implemented and new simulations for the 19 sets have been run. The manoeuvrability of pedestrians is improved and is indicated by the reduction of the probability of grid locking for most sets. The parameter set ip b = 0.65 (e) with smaller back part of the influence area delivered the best results. The speed-density regression values for the unidirectional flow presented much better fit (Table 5 ). The speed variation along the densities for the bidirectional flow diminished. Additionally, the capacity of the bottleneck showed good fit. However, the speed variability in the lower densities for both bidirectional and unidirectional flows (Figs.8a and 8b) is still too high. The overall lane distribution (Table 6 .) did not present a good result with the same over-estimation of one lane frequency and under-estimation of four lanes. These discrepancies were exacerbated in the new model. Inspecting the trajectories revealed that the improved capacity of avoiding head-on collisions had the side effect of increasing the probability of a pedestrian joining an existing lane instead of creating new ones. Pedestrians with a larger push from behind (so as in the basic model) are able to create more stable lanes by having their acceleration more aligned to the corridor direction.
These observations may have an important implication for the quality of the model.
CONCLUSIONS
This investigation presented a detailed data analysis of pedestrian simulation flows. Two problems with the basic Nomad model were identified: an excessive "push from behind" and "head-on" collisions. A solution for both was implemented and showed to improve the quality of the predictions.
The Nomad model was effectively calibrated for four important measures of pedestrian flows: speed-density relations for bidirectional and unidirectional flows and the capacity of narrow bottlenecks. These results show that a microscopic model can be generalised predicting correctly different types of flows. However, the problems with the distribution of lanes described in the Section 7 indicate that the modified model may still not be properly calibrated for all types of flows.
The second calibration effort after the basic Nomad model has been modified delivered better results when compared with the basic model. This indicates that the trajectory analysis performed in the Section 5 was effective in revealing the causes of bad fits. The necessity of recurring to trajectories to understand the shortcomings of calibrations suggests that a microscopic approach to calibration may be more effective in delivering generalized microscopic models.
Future research will incorporate flows with higher densities in the calibration process. The flows investigated in this paper presented only low and moderate densities. The narrow bottleneck experiment presented moderate to high densities but only the capacity was used for the calibration. Furthermore, crossing flows should also be investigated to increase the applicability of the model.
